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Clarence Guéna Esther Michaud



Clarence Guéna is an artist born in
1987, living and working in Paris.
He successively got, in 2009 and

then in 2011 in the Villa Arson,
National Postgraduate degrees in

plastic arts and expression of
plastic arts, both with the jury’s

congratulations.
He regularly takes part in personal

and collective exhibitions, in
France as well as abroad.



“Aspersions”, “Eclaboussures”, “Drops”,
“Paintstroke”, as many titles evocating a

painter’s hand mouvements. 
Clarence gives us, through his work, a second

read on pictorial composition. He is
experimenting a new approach on painting,

subverting the codes, reversing the steps,
quarreling patterns. As an  archeologist, he

strikes the tapestry erratically, exposing the
different layers, creating thickenings, revealing
colors buried in the canvas, once those are freed

from the chopped resin. The canvas’ imagery
then becomes illegible, but thanks to this

pathbreaking interpretation, it regains a new
grounding in our time and domestic life. 

This clever trick modifies our relationship to
artwork and painting.



Esther Michaud is a young Parisian
artist born in 1993, in Epernay, France.
After graduating from high school
with a degree in applied arts and a
preparatory year at Atelier de Sèvres,
she spent a semester at the Rietveld
Academy of Amsterdam in the textile
department before obtaining, in
2018, a Master at the École Nationale
Supérieure des Arts Décoratifs in
Paris with the jury’s congratulations.
The same year, she got the
scholarship « Chaire Innovation et
Savoir-Faire » from the Bettancourt
Schueller Foundation.



Those damaged woods, collected in the
forest and chosen for their singularities,

could be associated to human bones. They 
 wait patiently that Esther comes to

diagnose and repair them one by one.
Then, she proceeded to near surgical

operations, to each wound its remedy:
woven cellular transplants, plastered

prosthetics, painted bandages.
Esther gives us a trip to the depths of
matter by giving us to see the woods’

bruises. Her work installation deals with
our relationship to naturalness and

artificial.
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